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METHODOLOGY
The Chamber of Commerce for Greater Philadelphia
(The Chamber) received pro-bono support from
the local ofﬁce of McKinsey & Company to collect
and evaluate middle market regional data in the fall
of 2016.
Four main sources of data were used in the
development of this report:
– 102 survey responses from middle market
companies in the Greater Philadelphia Region
– 41 interviews with executives spanning middle
market companies, ﬁnanciers, economic
development organizations, universities and
governmental entities
– Five focus groups with regional middle market
executives and middle market service providers
– US regional economic and demographic data

TERMINOLOGY
Throughout this report, several terms are used to
describe the middle market and the region:
• MIDDLE MARKET: Market segment comprised of
companies earning $10M–1B in annual revenue, as
deﬁned by the National Center for the Middle Market
• LOWER, CORE, AND UPPER MIDDLE
MARKET: Sub-segments of the middle market
corresponding to $10–50M, $50 –100M, and
$100M–1B in annual revenue, respectively, as
deﬁned by the National Center for the Middle Market
• PEER MSAS: Set of ﬁve metropolitan statistical
areas that have been identiﬁed as being
demographically, industrially, and economically
similar to the Philadelphia MSA. These MSAs are
highlighted in Exhibit 1
• GREATER PHILADELPHIA REGION (GPR): The
report area is the 11-county Greater Philadelphia
Region (GPR). This is the deﬁnition used by a
number of organizations, including The Chamber
and its Select Greater Philadelphia Council. The
GPR comprises the following 11 counties: Bucks,
Chester, Delaware, Montgomery and Philadelphia,
PA; Burlington, Camden, Gloucester, Salem and
Mercer, NJ; and New Castle, DE. Where feasible,
data is presented for the GPR, but in some instances
is available only at the MSA level
• PHILADELPHIA METROPOLITAN
STATISTICAL AREA (MSA): As deﬁned by the
Ofﬁce of Management and Budget (OMB), differs
from the GPR by including Cecil County, MD and
excluding Mercer County, NJ

INTRODUCTION
Middle market (MM) companies — those with revenues
between $10 million and $1 billion — are a critical growth
and employment engine for the economy of the Greater
Philadelphia Region (GPR). Taken as a group, Greater
Philadelphia’s middle market companies:¹
• Represent 27% of total employment despite accounting
for only ~1% of companies
• Have a combined revenue of over $180 billion for the
Greater Philadelphia Region
• Project revenue growth 4.8 percentage points higher than
the middle market nationwide²
Although being a traditionally underserved segment of the
economy — both too small to realize the beneﬁts of scale
associated with larger companies and too large to receive
many of the small business development beneﬁts — the
middle market has outperformed the broader market over the
last ten years.
Middle market companies span all industries and can
be found in each of Greater Philadelphia’s 11 counties.
However, the middle market is not evenly distributed across
population centers and, for many counties, speciﬁc industries
play outsized roles in the middle market economy (e.g.,
manufacturing in Montgomery County, PA and information
in Chester County, PA). The strength of the middle market in
these areas has been driven by county-speciﬁc government
initiatives, strong business associations, underlying regional
economic and demographic characteristics, and other
supporting infrastructure; making these counties useful
models for future middle market growth.

Supporting the middle
market will allow the
region to surpass its
overall growth projections
due to the high-growth
potential for the middle
market as a whole and the
concentration of middle
market businesses in
faster growing industries.

This research has been undertaken to better understand and
make actionable the opportunities and resources required
to sustain and extend the growth of Greater Philadelphia’s
middle market. Through the analysis of a regional survey,
interviews with middle market businesses and organizations
participating in the middle market, and focus groups; six
clear themes emerged for what is needed to support middle
market growth in Greater Philadelphia:
•
•
•
•
•
•

STEM and front-line talent
Sustaining growth in closely held businesses
Access to capital needed for growth
Business Climate
Transportation infrastructure
Industry hubs and startup pipeline

Local governments, non-governmental organizations,
business associations, and middle market companies
themselves in the Greater Philadelphia Region have the
opportunity to develop programs and capabilities that address
many of these themes.
The desired outcome of this report is increased awareness of
the importance of the middle market to Greater Philadelphia’s
business engine and to provide a preliminary framework for
how it can be supported.
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WHY THE MIDDLE MARKET?
EXHIBIT 1
FORECASTED CUMULATIVE ANNUAL GROWTH RATE
OF PHILADELPHIA MSA (%) LAGS ITS PEERS AND THE
US OVERALL

By taking a closer look at the industries that make up the
regional economy we can uncover some of the underlying drivers of this growth projection. Overall, the two largest industries
in the region, real estate and ﬁnance/insurance, are heavily
dependent on macroeconomic trends and, as the country’s
recovery from the Great Recession levels out, the strong growth
in these industries over the past few years is not expected to
continue; projected growth rates are 1.6% and 1.7% for ﬁnance
and real estate, respectively.³
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EXHIBIT 2
EXPECTATIONS FOR GROWTH WITHIN
THE REGIONAL MIDDLE MARKET

EXPECTED
GROWTH
FOR YEAR†
(%)

11
9
7
4.8

LOWER
CORE
UPPER NATIONAL
($10 — 50M) ($50 — 100M) ($100M — 1B)
REGIONAL
†WEIGHTED AVERAGE GROWTH EXPECTATION. “20% OR MORE CATEGORY”
USES 25% AS A PROXY.
SOURCE: CHAMBER MIDDLE MARKET SURVEY
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The trends on a national level suggest that the middle market
could be an important engine of growth in the Greater Philadelphia Region as well. This is particularly important as the Greater
Philadelphia MSA has grown more slowly than the US economy
and is currently projected to continue at a slower rate into the
future (Exhibit 1).

The middle market makes up
only ~1% of companies in the
region yet employs nearly a
third of the regional workforce,
making it a substantial
contributor and driver of our
region’s overall economic
prosperity.

There are areas of opportunity that suggest the region has
potential to outperform these projections that are also dependent on Greater Philadelphia’s industry mix. The region overall
is well prepared for increasing globalization in industries where
the Philadelphia MSA is highly specialized.4 57% of the 2014
GDP comes from businesses that produce goods and services
that can be easily exported to other regions. In addition, strong
local academic centers fuel the growth of professional services,
which includes the scientiﬁc research in nascent biotech companies. Due to the low capital requirements for many companies
in professional services, this is an area where the middle
market thrives.
Nearly 40% of regional middle market companies surveyed
expect growth over 10%, with expectations highest for companies in the lower middle market (Exhibit 2). Providing these
companies with the resources they need to continue or even
exceed their current growth rates will be critical to ensuring their
status as engines of growth and employment for the region.
Across all industries, the strong performance of the middle
market has been facilitated by regional strengths. The Greater
Philadelphia Region is located in the center of the Washington-to-New York corridor, which represents over $2.6 trillion in
GDP; over 14% of the total US GDP and over $1.7 trillion in disposable income.5 This facilitates easy access to potential business customers and consumers for middle market companies,
which often have a more limited physical footprint. In addition,
over half of surveyed executives identiﬁed familiarity with the
area and strength of local higher education institutions as major
factors in choosing to locate in the region (Exhibit 3).
Altogether, fewer than 10% of executives stated that they had
plans to leave the region within the next few years. Due to this
commitment to Greater Philadelphia, investment and support
of the middle market means those dollars will likely stay in the
region, bolstering and sustaining the overall economy.

Surveyed middle market
companies have grown deep
roots in the region, with the
median company having been
in the Greater Philadelphia
Region for 33 years.
EXHIBIT 3
SURVEY RESPONDENTS IDENTIFIED PROXIMITY TO
METROPOLITAN AREAS AS THE TOP BENEFIT FOR
OPERATING IN THE REGION

MOST IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE REGION
FOR CHOOSING LOCATION
(% OF RESPONDENTS)

Proximity to nearby metros

65

Workforce education

54

Familiarity with area

51

Cost of living

37

Transportation options

30

Local business support

24

Taxes and regulations
Other

18
8

SOURCE: CHAMBER MIDDLE MARKET SURVEY, INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL
MIDDLE MARKET EXECUTIVES
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WHO IS THE MIDDLE MARKET?
EXHIBIT 4
GPR MIDDLE MARKET REVENUE BY INDUSTRY AND
EXPECTED REGIONAL INDUSTRY COMPOUND ANNUAL
GROWTH RATE (CAGR)

REVENUE
GENERATED BY
REGIONAL MM
($B)

REGIONAL
INDUSTRY
2014 – 2025 CAGR
(%)

Administration and
waste management

8

3.1

Information

8

2.8

Wholesale trade

28

2.7

Professional, scientific,
and technical services

19

2.4

Construction

12

2.2

Health and social services

14

1.9

Retail trade

14

1.9

Real estate

7

1.7

24

1.6

Manufacturing

31

1.4

Other

18

1.0

Finance

US
OVERALL
CAGR:
2.2%

The middle market in the Greater Philadelphia Region is
embedded in many of the same industries as the overall regional
economy, including wholesale trade, information, construction,
and professional services, each of which is expected to grow
faster than the US overall (Exhibit 4). Professional services in
particular has a much higher concentration in the middle market.6
This category encapsulates business services (e.g., legal, tax,
consulting), research and development (e.g., biotech), and
computer systems design.
The middle market is broken up in an 80-10-10 distribution by
number of companies for the lower, core, and upper middle
markets across all industries (Exhibit 5). However, despite
making up only 10% of the region’s middle market companies,
the Greater Philadelphia Region’s upper middle market generates
an outsized contribution to the overall revenue and employment
numbers, 54% and 48% respectively. The lower middle market is
the second largest contributor with 32% of revenue and 39% of
employment. The core middle market’s contributions to revenue
and employment are 13% and 14% respectively. For the total
GPR revenue contributions from the middle market by industry,
see Exhibit 4.
These distributions are not consistent across industries in the
middle market. Finance, information, and real estate in particular
are highly concentrated within the upper middle market for both
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TEAM CLEAN

SOURCE: HOOVER'S COMPANIES WITH REVENUES >$0 IN THE PHILADELPHIA
MSA AND MERCER COUNTY, EXCLUDING NON-PROFITS AND SUBSIDIARIES;
HOOVER’S DATABASE OF ~3,600 MIDDLE MARKET COMPANIES FILTERED TO
REMOVE SUBSIDIARIES AND NON-PROFIT

Team Clean, Inc. is a commercial, janitorial
services company with a focus on services for
office, government, educational, industrial
and event locations.

EXHIBIT 5
REVENUE AND EMPLOYMENT IS CONCENTRATED IN
LOWER AND UPPER MIDDLE MARKETS IN THE GREATER
PHILADELPHIA REGION

REVENUE
CATEGORY
INDUSTRY

LOWER ($10 – 50M)
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

HEADQUARTERS PHILADELPHIA COUNTY

LOWER

CORE

UPPER

FOUNDED
OWNERSHIP

10
10

32
80

54

39
48

13
DISTRIBUTION OF
MIDDLE MARKET
COMPANIES (%)

DISTRIBUTION OF
MIDDLE MARKET
REVENUES (%)

14
DISTRIBUTION OF
MIDDLE MARKET
EMPLOYEES (%)

1983
PRIVATE

“Growth-oriented business owners are
often so focused on our own companies
that we forget to leverage the power and
support of our community through the
exchange of knowledge and experiences.
We don’t all have people we can turn to
internally to do that and, at the end of the
day, building relationships with our peers
is how business gets done in this region.”
DONNA ALLIE
President and CEO
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SOURCE: HOOVER'S DATABASE OF ~3,600 MIDDLE MARKET COMPANIES,
EXCLUDING NON-PROFITS AND SUBSIDIARIES

revenue and employment, while both retail trade and construction
have approximately 50% of their revenue generated in the lower
middle market. Total employment is particularly varied across
industries and is not proportional to industry revenue generation.7
This holds for companies outside of the middle market as well,
suggesting that employment is driven as much by the required
labor intensity in the industry as it is by revenue or number
of companies.
Across the middle market, distribution of revenue largely reﬂects
the income of the population, with more populous and wealthy
counties such as Montgomery County, PA making up a larger
portion of overall middle market revenue. However, within
industries, there are clear “hot spots” that represent signiﬁcant
revenue clusters at a county level (Exhibit 6):
• Montgomery County, PA: Manufacturing
• Philadelphia and Montgomery Counties, PA: Professional
Service Firms
• Chester County, PA: Information
• New Castle County, DE: Finance
• Southern New Jersey Counties: Trade, Transportation
and Utilities
Identifying the drivers for the success of these industries at
a regional level will provide lessons for supporting the middle
market more broadly.

Understanding what makes the
industries where the middle
market is clustered in the
Greater Philadelphia Region
succeed is important to growth
for the market overall.
EXHIBIT 6
REGIONAL MIDDLE MARKET INDUSTRY HOT SPOTS
BY COUNTY
TOTAL REVENUES OF MID-MARKET
COMPANIES, BY COUNTY
($B)
MONTGOMERY
7.6

5.9

39.8

PHILADELPHIA
8.3
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PREIT

33.8

CHESTER
5.9

PREIT is a real estate investment trust
specializing in the ownership and management
of differentiated shopping malls along the east
coast of the United States.

18.9

DELAWARE

17.1
BUCKS

16.4
REVENUE
CATEGORY
INDUSTRY

UPPER ($100M – 1B)

FOUNDED
OWNERSHIP

14.9

4.2

REAL ESTATE

HEADQUARTERS PHILADELPHIA COUNTY
EMPLOYEES

NEW CASTLE

350

BURLINGTON

13.2

5.5

1960
PUBLIC

“Middle market businesses can maximize
their potential by ﬂexing their organic
and external growth strategies over
time to take advantage of market
opportunities. In the early 2000’s we
decided to focus on owning retail
properties and grew our portfolio through
a series of mergers and acquisitions.
More recently, we have been driving
organic growth and enhancing quality by
reinvesting capital in our best assets.”
ROBERT F. MCCADDEN
Executive Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer

CAMDEN

11.9

4.7

MANUFACTURING

MERCER

9.7

2.1

GLOUCESTER

4.9

2.8

SALEM

1.8

SOURCE: HOOVER'S

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
INFORMATION
FINANCE
TRADE, TRANSPORTATION,
& UTILITIES
OTHER
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HOW DO WE ENCOURAGE
MIDDLE MARKET GROWTH?
EXHIBIT 7
SIX THEMES ACROSS THE REGION'S MIDDLE MARKET

STEM AND
FRONT-LINE TALENT

SUSTAINING
GROWTH IN CLOSELY
HELD BUSINESSES

ACCESS TO CAPITAL
NEEDED FOR GROWTH

BUSINESS CLIMATE

TRANSPORTATION
INFRASTRUCTURE

INDUSTRY HUBS
AND STARTUP PIPELINE

6

SOURCE: CHAMBER MIDDLE MARKET SURVEY

Overall, middle market companies
are optimistic about their
performance in the near-term and
enthusiastic about operating within
the Greater Philadelphia region,
with over half of lower middle
market ﬁrms surveyed expecting
revenue growth exceeding 10% over
the next year.
As a result of their size and
industries, these companies
are positioned well to capitalize
on economic growth. However,
sustaining the recent performance
requires capturing opportunities
and addressing challenges.
Interviews with executives across
the middle market have surfaced
six major themes that highlight the
challenges that their organizations
face, described in Exhibit 7.

1

STEM AND FRONT-LINE TALENT

Across industries and regional communities in the middle market,
hiring qualiﬁed workers is cited as the top challenge of executives.
The urgency of this need varies across organization sizes and
industry focus. These needs are most acute for smaller ﬁrms that
focus on engineering/tech ﬁelds and trade skills industries such as
manufacturing and construction. For ﬁrms looking to ﬁll positions in
the next year, nearly 50% of open positions fell within engineering/
research or operations, reﬂecting a real need for incoming workers
with these skillsets (Exhibit 8).
The Greater Philadelphia Region has well-established assets for
attracting talent. While the Philadelphia MSA lags its peer group in
terms of portion of degrees granted in STEM, Philadelphia County has
the second largest college student population among its
peer cities.8
Middle market companies in search of qualiﬁed STEM graduates face
two headwinds for talent: larger employers and nearby MSAs. Larger
organizations are able to staff a dedicated recruitment department to
access local universities and can rely on brand awareness to develop
interest from potential employees at an early stage. Moreover, their
size enables them to put together more compelling compensation
packages than middle market companies are able to match. Middle
market companies with smaller human resources departments have
limited resources to reach out to students at local schools
and universities.

Helping middle market
engineering and technology
ﬁrms access the talent in
the region and stand on
equal footing with larger
organizations will be critical
for their continued success.
EXHIBIT 8
MIDDLE MARKET FIRMS SEEK STEM GRADS

Nationwide, organizations focusing on trade skills face an aging
workforce and a limited pipeline of new recruits. The decline in
domestic manufacturing opportunities has pushed students to pursue

WHERE WILL MOST NEW JOBS BE ADDED?
(%)

11
3
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27

NUTRISYSTEM
Nutrisystem (NASDAQ: NTRI) is a leader in the
weight loss industry, having helped millions of
people lose weight over 40 years. The Company
also owns and operates the South Beach Diet®.

REVENUE
CATEGORY
INDUSTRY

15

UPPER ($100M – 1B)
RETAIL

19

HEADQUARTERS MONTGOMERY COUNTY
EMPLOYEES
FOUNDED
OWNERSHIP

26

~425
1971
PUBLIC

“Middle market organizations offer far
more professional growth opportunities
than many expect, especially for young
professionals. These are the businesses
that typically provide a high level of
strategic exposure with the ﬂexibility
and freedom of small businesses paired
with the mobility opportunities of large
businesses.”
DAWN M. ZIER
President & CEO

OPERATIONS
ENGINEERING/RESEARCH/IT
FINANCE
MARKETING AND SALES
MANUFACTURING
OTHER

SOURCE: CHAMBER MIDDLE MARKET SURVEY
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opportunities in growing industries, many of which require college
degrees. A survey of career and technical education (CTE) credits
from 1990 to 2009 found a 9.5% decline in students participating
in preparatory training for manufacturing.9 In tandem with
declining interest in manufacturing education, increasing technical
sophistication of manufacturing processes requires skillsets
beyond what a typical high school student possesses, requiring less
skilled workers to receive additional training beyond high school to
be workforce-ready. By facilitating opportunities for middle market
businesses to better understand and meet their talent demands,
organizations in Greater Philadelphia can support the overall
regional employment rate, talent retention and continued growth
for the middle market.

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS:
• Work with partners across Greater Philadelphia to strengthen
marketing and promotion of the region to millennials as a place to
stay and grow your career.
• Develop a coalition of middle market companies with similar
talent needs to consolidate their hiring demand and compete
with the recruiting efforts of larger corporations.
• Expand exposure to high demand front-line career opportunities
with an emphasis on necessary skills and points of entry.

MEET THE MIDDLE MARKET

K'NEX
K'NEX Limited Partnership Group, designs and
manufactures integrated construction systems
for children.
REVENUE
CATEGORY
INDUSTRY

CORE ($50 – 100M)
MANUFACTURING

HEADQUARTERS MONTGOMERY COUNTY
EMPLOYEES

~100

FOUNDED

1992

OWNERSHIP

PRIVATE

"As a manufacturer, I cannot stress
the importance of engaging both
kids and parents in exploring
STEM career opportunities. This is
particularly important to middle market
manufacturers that often don't have
dedicated recruitment resources
or the name recognition of larger
manufacturers. We need to show people
there's a family-sustaining job waiting
for them when they graduate."

8

MICHAEL ARATEN
President & CEO

2

SUSTAINING GROWTH IN CLOSELY
HELD COMPANIES

The middle market is 75% privately owned nationwide, with
approximately two thirds of the privately-held companies familyowned or otherwise closely held (Exhibit 9). As these companies grow
past the small-business stage and achieve sustainability, they face a
different set of issues than they did as a rapidly growing upstart. Chief
among these is determining how and when to develop talent at the
leadership level. Middle market companies often do not have a clear
sense of when it is appropriate to invest in upper management talent,
such as CFOs, COOs, CMOs or CHROs. Then, when they are willing to
make that jump, the ownership structure often limits willingness to
invest in bringing in outside leaders. Private equity companies have
found that fear of dilution of ownership often reduces the capabilities
of the team that is in place for companies they acquire. Not all leaders
have the full skill-set necessary to lead the company through its
next stage of growth and any reluctance to expand control of their
company can ultimately stunt growth or, in some cases, lead to an
overall failure of the business.
Family-owned businesses in particular play a large role in the GPR
market; local banks working with the middle market estimate that over
90% of the businesses they interact with in this segment are familyowned. Many attributes of family businesses make this a positive
story for the middle market. Family businesses have lower levels
of ﬁnancial leverage and a lower cost of debt than corporate peers,
and publicly traded family-inﬂuenced companies frequently have
higher total returns to shareholders.¹0 However, what makes these
companies succeed over the long term is a marriage of successful
business acumen, long-term strategic planning, and thinking beyond
the ownership of present.
Lenders frequently observe in family businesses that the head of the
business is highly capable of running the day-to-day and even thinking
strategically about near-to mid-term business plans. Issues arise in
the long-term planning that extends beyond the tenure of the current
ownership. Lenders in the middle market ﬁnd that family-owned
enterprises rarely dedicate adequate bandwidth towards succession
planning, choosing instead to focus on the operation of the business.
Owners of middle market companies are rarely forced to identify
their succession goals or plan how to execute on those goals. These
concerns are emotionally charged and are often not driven purely by
ﬁnancial motivations.
The consequences of failure for closely held enterprises are
signiﬁcant—the motivations of local community that are often
followed by private enterprises are unlikely to be shared by potential
acquirers, leading to losses in local jobs. By supporting these
enterprises as they grow and encouraging long-term, strategic
decision-making local organizations can ensure seamless passage
of closely held businesses through the generations.

POTENTIAL SOLUTION:
• Form peer mentor networks that provide high-ﬁdelity networking
to facilitate practice sharing among middle market executives
about key business decisions and shared growth strategies.

EXHIBIT 9
75% OF MIDDLE MARKET COMPANIES NATIONWIDE
ARE PRIVATELY OWNED

OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE OF MM
BUSINESSES, U.S.
(%)

27

25

27

21

FAMILY-OWNED
OTHER CLOSELY HELD
PUBLIC
OTHER (PE/VC/PARTNERSHIP)
SOURCE: NATIONAL CENTER FOR THE MIDDLE MARKET
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DIVERSIFIED SEARCH
Diversified Search is a retained executive
search firm in 9 major cities in the U.S., and
with global partners in 30 countries worldwide.
REVENUE
CATEGORY
INDUSTRY

LOWER ($10 – 50M)
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

HEADQUARTERS PHILADELPHIA COUNTY
EMPLOYEES
FOUNDED
OWNERSHIP

140
1974
PRIVATE

“Sustaining growth means knowing
when to take risk, when to hold back,
and having the right people on your
team who can tell you when each of
those different courses is best. But
leaders must also have a strong vision
for their companies—a sense that they
know where they are going and the best
way to get there.”
JUDITH M. VON SELDENECK
Chairman & Founder

9
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ACCESS TO CAPITAL NEEDED FOR GROWTH
For many of the rapidly growing companies in the middle market,
capital is a top concern. Companies surveyed in the lower and core
middle market anticipate growing 2–4 percentage points faster
than those in the upper middle market and correspondingly report a
greater need for capital — only 7% of upper middle market companies
identiﬁed capital as a challenge, yet 16% of lower middle market
companies are concerned about access to capital (Exhibit 10).
In addition, the small size of middle market companies can make it
difﬁcult to achieve the ﬁnancial performance required for ﬁnancing
through traditional lenders. Across the lower, core, and upper middle
markets, ﬁrms rely primarily on banks, family, and friends for capital,
focusing on traditional methods of debt ﬁnancing rather than
exploring options to ﬁnance with equity.
Private equity ﬁrms have demonstrated interest — over the last six
years, private equity capital invested in the national middle market
has grown by 10% annually — but middle market ﬁrms often do not
recognize what sources are available and ﬁnd it difﬁcult to navigate
alternative ﬁnancing options. Local bank executives report that for
three quarters of their customers, they are providing guidance on how
to ﬁnance capital products; the middle market companies they serve
often do not know how to approach raising capital. For those middle
market companies that want to raise equity from private sources,
determining the ﬁrm that is the best ﬁt is an opaque process, with
no clear resource for vetting. In addition, most local private equity
ﬁrms do not focus their investments in the region. Of the 23 local
private equity ﬁrms identiﬁed by the Philadelphia Business Journal,
only 13% of their portfolio companies are located within 60 miles of
Philadelphia County. For middle market companies that are more
focused within the region, developing networks that facilitate access
to capital in other MSAs can be difﬁcult.

Overcoming issues around awareness
of sources of capital and the process
for raising capital is a primary growth
hurdle many local middle market
companies face.
With over $2B in un-invested capital headquartered in the Greater
Philadelphia Region, the capital is available if companies can access
resources to help them ﬁnd it.¹¹ Local organizations have many
options to help middle market companies access the capital they
need to grow their businesses.

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS:
• Develop opportunities to educate middle market executives on
available sources for capital and the best routes to ﬁnancing
their growth.
• Strengthen relationships between middle market executives,
and private equity and venture capital ﬁrms to foster a stronger
regional investor community.
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EXHIBIT 10
ACCESS TO CAPITAL IS A PRIORITY FOR THE
LOWER AND CORE MIDDLE MARKETS, REFLECTING
GROWTH EXPECTATIONS

IS ACCESS TO CAPITAL A TOP 3
ORGANIZATIONAL PRIORITY?
(% AFFIRMATIVE)

16

17
7

LOWER
($10 — 50M)

CORE
($50 — 100M)

UPPER
($100M — 1B)

SOURCE: CHAMBER MIDDLE MARKET SURVEY
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GARCES
Garces, a Philadelphia based hospitality
company, operates and manages 15 restaurants
and a catering service, showcasing the cuisine
of award-winning Latin influenced cuisine of
Chef Jose Garces.
REVENUE
CATEGORY

CORE ($50 – 100M)

INDUSTRY

FOOD & HOSPITALITY

HEADQUARTERS PHILADELPHIA COUNTY
EMPLOYEES

850+

FOUNDED

2005

OWNERSHIP

PRIVATE

“A big challenge concerning capital
for any growth-oriented business is
understanding what sources are available
and, of those sources, which ones are
best for your business at each stage of
its growth. Increased visibility into these
funding opportunities is essential for
middle market growth.”
YOUSUF HASAN
Chief Financial Officer

4

BUSINESS CLIMATE

While middle market companies are generally positive on operating
a business in the region, the complexity and burden of local taxes
was cited as a top challenge by 38% of surveyed executives in the
middle market. Across business, personal, and property taxes, the
region has the largest tax burden of its peer MSAs, driven primarily
by Philadelphia County. While local executives perceive the tax
structure as negatively impacting talent attraction to the city, the ease
of starting a business, and the ease of compliance with regulations;
the tax disadvantage of living in Philadelphia County compared to the
suburbs is at a 15-year low, according to The Pew Charitable Trusts.12
In efforts to reduce the overall burden of taxes on corporations,
Philadelphia County has developed many tax incentive programs,
increasing the foregone tax revenue due to incentives from $15M in
2002 to $110M in 2012 (Exhibit 11). While local companies frequently
beneﬁt from these tax incentives, the difﬁculty and cost of navigating
the available incentives for resource-constrained middle market
ﬁrms often reduces the realized beneﬁts. Interviewed middle market
companies identiﬁed the difﬁculty of going through the regulatory
compliance process as an additional hindrance to operating a
business in the region. While there is general understanding of
the utility of regulations, executives interviewed for this study are
frustrated by the non-electronic submission process (e.g., for leadpaint inspection certiﬁcates and business licenses), the delays, and
subsequent costs associated with compliance.
Despite a tax burden higher than its peer MSAs, the Greater
Philadelphia Region retains a cost of doing business that is
competitive with the rest of the group and 20% lower than its peer
regions on the East Coast (Exhibit 12). Executives ﬁnd that the cost of
taxes in the region are offset by its strategic location in the heart of
the Washington-to-New York megalopolis, the low cost of commercial
real estate rentals, and the high quality of life associated with being
located in or near a city. While dissatisfaction with the tax structure
in the city is common, the tax burden is only part of the story — low
energy and real estate costs more than compensate for Philadelphia
County’s higher taxes (Exhibit 12).
While the Chamber’s Roadmap for Growth initiative has begun the
conversation with the City of Philadelphia’s government on many of
the issues noted, local organizations can work with middle market
companies to help them navigate the tax process and assist in
educating them about the overall relatively low cost of doing business
in the Greater Philadelphia Region.

EXHIBIT 11
TAX CREDIT PROGRAMS IN PHILADELPHIA COUNTY
REDUCE THE OVERALL BURDEN BUT INCREASE
COMPLIANCE COMPLEXITY

FOREGONE BUSINESS TAX REVENUE IN PHL
($M)

15
130

2002

CAGR (%)

110
106

TAX INCENTIVES

22

INDUSTRY EXEMPTIONS

-2

2012

SOURCE: PEW CHARITABLE TRUST

EXHIBIT 12
OVERALL COST OF DOING BUSINESS IN
PHILADELPHIA MSA IS COMPARABLE TO PEERS
COST OF DOING BUSINESS
(INDEX*)
BOSTON
122
DC
121
MIAMI
112

POTENTIAL SOLUTION:
• Work with municipal governments and the regional business
community to facilitate communication and understanding
around ﬁling processes, available tax breaks, and the permitting
process to enhance ease of doing business within the region.

PHILADELPHIA
104
HOUSTON
101
ATLANTA
88

* INDEX IS A FUNCTION OF LABOR COST, ENERGY COST,
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE COSTS, AND TAX COSTS.
SOURCE: MOODY'S ANALYTICS
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TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE
Infrastructure to transport people, goods, and services is both a
critical element of a region for doing business and a major factor for
potential employees deciding where to start and grow a family. While
transportation in the Greater Philadelphia Region is on par with peer
MSAs, approximately 40% of surveyed middle market executives
identiﬁed improvements to local infrastructure as one of the top
opportunities for supporting their growth. The most common concern
voiced was congestion in and around Philadelphia County, particularly
transportation along I-76.
Despite room for improvement, congestion in the Philadelphia MSA is
a positive story. Philadelphia County has the lowest increase in travel
times during rush hour, with congestion only delaying trafﬁc by 50%
over its normal travel time without trafﬁc.13
Recent demographic trends have exacerbated some of the congestion
issues within the region. While the Philadelphia MSA has grown its
millennial population faster than other large cities, much of the middle
market is located outside of the city core. Montgomery County, PA,
with 18% of the total regional middle market employment, is home
to only 11% of millennials in the GPR.14 This imbalance necessarily
increases the trafﬁc on I-76 and other highways connecting the
downtown to employers in the suburbs. However, while I-76 is a major
bottleneck for commuters to and from the city and the 36th most
congested nationally, major thoroughfares for all peer MSAs create
a larger total delay for drivers. Annual total delays on I-76 are less
than half that of the average of top congested roads for other MSAs
(Exhibit 13).
Other measures of local infrastructure quality tell a similar story.
While customer ratings of the Philadelphia airport lag its peers, its
ratings are within 10% of the top rated airport MSA and it is located
less than 20 minutes outside of the downtown area.15 Situated on
the Amtrak line between New York and DC, the Greater Philadelphia
Region enjoys status as a hub of rail transportation, with three
Amtrak stations located within the region, the third busiest Amtrak
station in the U.S. among them, falling behind only DC in its peer set
in passenger throughput. In addition, Greater Philadelphia’s ports are
poised for expansion.
In all, while there are opportunities to improve the transportation
infrastructure in the Greater Philadelphia Region, the overall story
is positive with declining congestion on roadways and improving
alternative modes of transportation. Local organizations should
continue to share the true advantages of Greater Philadelphia’s
infrastructure and advocate for the transportation needs of the
business community.

EXHIBIT 13
ADDED DELAY ON MOST CONGESTED
REGIONAL HIGHWAYS
ANNUAL TOTAL DELAY
(HOURS, MILLIONS)
BOSTON (I-93)
2.1
MIAMI (PALMETTO)
1.4
HOUSTON (I-610)
1.3
ATLANTA (I-75/I-85)
1.2
DC (I-395)
1.1
PHILADELPHIA (I-76)
0.7

SOURCE: AMERICAN HIGHWAY USERS ALLIANCE

MEET THE MIDDLE MARKET

SOUTH JERSEY INDUSTRIES
South Jersey Industries is an energy services
holding company comprised of a natural gas
utility, South Jersey Gas, and non-utility energy
businesses under South Jersey Energy Solutions.
REVENUE
CATEGORY
INDUSTRY

UPPER ($100M – 1B)
ENERGY

HEADQUARTERS ATLANTIC COUNTY
EMPLOYEES

POTENTIAL SOLUTION:
• Work with a broad spectrum of middle market companies
to maintain a pulse on infrastructure needs.
• Identify opportunities to support middle market businesses
in construction and infrastructure related industries that are
poised for growth.
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FOUNDED
OWNERSHIP

~730
1910
PUBLIC

“Mobility is a key consideration when
attracting young talent. For middle market
companies based outside of the City of
Philadelphia, where much of the region's
millennial population currently resides,
it’s important that we have the necessary
transportation infrastructure in place so
the location of the company does not
become a liability.”
CARLOS NAVARRO
Vice President, Marketing

6

INDUSTRY HUBS AND STARTUP PIPELINE

When asked to select the top three largest opportunities for their
businesses, 58% of surveyed middle market executives identiﬁed the
development of industry/sector hubs; a higher percentage than any
other opportunity. This strong preference is a recognition that, as
industry hubs develop, they form a network of ancillary industries and
elements of the value chain that can promote growth beyond the sector
of focus. In the ﬁve years following the recession in 2008, regions with
innovation-related industry hubs have grown employment at 5% annually,
faster than both their states and the nation overall.16
Industry hubs are particularly impactful for middle market companies.
Collocating and developing similar businesses in close proximity serves
as an amplifying mechanism for attracting talent to the region. The
high density of businesses provides ﬂexibility with choice of employers
and interactions with like-minded people, helping middle market ﬁrms
overcome their limited recruiting reach. As hubs develop, they bring in
other industries in the value chain, decreasing the distance to suppliers
and end customers. For example, the manufacturing hub in Montgomery
County, PA has many resources for the companies there, with different
organizations collocated to provide anodizing, painting, heat-treating,
etc., simplifying operations for regional businesses. Finally, these
centers serve as a focal point for capital interested in hub-related
industries, bringing ﬁnancing to the companies who most need to fund
their growth.

MEET THE MIDDLE MARKET

PHOENIX IP VENTURES
Phoenix IP Ventures is a fully integrated
Private Equity and Venture Capital Fund
specializing in the Life Sciences, principally
in the pharmaceutical sector.
REVENUE
CATEGORY
INDUSTRY

EMPLOYEES
FOUNDED
OWNERSHIP

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS:
• Utilize assets and regional partnerships to maximize a marketing
campaign highlighting the health care and life sciences hub to
drive business, capital attraction and expansion to the region.
• Identify support opportunities for those businesses at the brink of
entering the middle market to ensure they are able to surpass the
growth hurdle.

6
2004
PRIVATE

“As a private equity ﬁrm, we want to see
industry hubs. Where there’s a hub, there
is easy access to peer networks, suppliers,
service providers, test markets, talent and
anything else a business needs to grow.
Middle market companies that are part
of an industry hub already have a strong
support base, which ultimately impacts
performance overall.”

• The dense network of established life sciences companies
and top-tier universities
• Strong research and development capabilities of the region
• The low cost of doing business and ample rentable lab space
• Immediate proximity to markets and regulatory centers

New support for startups in the Greater Philadelphia Region such
as StartupPHL, Drexel’s Innovation Neighborhood, Penn Center for
Innovation, the Health Care Innovation Collaborative, Rowan University’s
Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship, and the Emerging Enterprise
Center in Delaware, builds on more established institutions such as Ben
Franklin Technology Partners and the University City Science Center,
increasingly driving the Greater Philadelphia Region to become an
attractive place for business ventures and investment. As the region’s
middle market businesses continue to grow and realize scale, it is also
important that startups and small businesses be able to access the
resources they need to enter the middle market.

PRIVATE EQUITY

HEADQUARTERS PHILADELPHIA COUNTY

The Greater Philadelphia region, with its large hospital, pharmaceutical,
and biotech presence has many of the pieces for a health care and life
sciences hub:

Despite these strengths, the GPR is not considered a top ﬁve region
for industry in life sciences.17 Limited availability of capital, inability to
retain entrepreneurial successes, and insufﬁcient marketing hold back
capitalization of the region’s inherent strengths. Keeping the talent
and capital local is critical for developing a cadre of technically and
professionally successful entrepreneurs. However, these challenges
present great opportunities for our region. They are highlighted in more
detail in the recently released Greater Philadelphia Region Life
Sciences Report.18

LOWER ($10 – 50M)

OSAGIE IMASOGIE
Senior Managing Partner

BITTENBENDER CONSTRUCTION
Bittenbender Construction, LP is a womanowned commercial general contractor that
specializes in building cultural, academic,
health care, corporate and retail projects
in the Philadelphia region.
REVENUE
CATEGORY
INDUSTRY

CORE ($50 – 100M)
CONSTRUCTION

HEADQUARTERS PHILADELPHIA COUNTY
EMPLOYEES
FOUNDED
OWNERSHIP

50+
2003
PRIVATE

“We had some resources available to us
when we were getting started but once
we were no longer considered small we
were left to ﬁgure the next stage out on
our own. As a business community, we
need to do a better job of supporting
the transition from a small to middle
market company by providing resources
throughout the growth continuum.”
EMILY BITTENBENDER
Managing Partner
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CONCLUSION
Over the past decade, publicly traded middle market
companies in the Greater Philadelphia Region have
outperformed their larger peers. This past success is
reinforced by the surveyed middle market executives who
anticipate continued rapid growth over the next twelve
months. At 27% of regional employment, middle market
companies are a critical engine of regional growth and
serve as an attractor for millennial talent due to the higher
concentrations of professional services jobs, which are
expected to grow faster than the economy more broadly.
Supporting the middle market requires a mix of increasing
awareness of these key businesses and their needs,
providing resources to educate and mentor middle
market companies on the concerns that matter most,
and coordinating available local resources across
organizations to present a coherent voice for the middle
market. Organizations need to work with state and local
governments to convey both the importance of the middle
market and the actions needed to support its growth. In
addition, local organizations need to support the middle
market through:
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• Education of middle market executives on
best practices for accessing capital and
planning for transitions of leadership
• Mentorship opportunities between
companies and peer institutions in other
regions to provide industry-speciﬁc input
on key strategic decisions
• Marketing the region to potential
employees, entrepreneurs, and investors,
highlighting its relatively low cost of
doing business, strong infrastructure,
growing millennial population, proximity to
metropolitan areas, and strong presence of
life science companies

• Communication of the needs of middle
market companies in areas such as
infrastructure, industry hub development,
and tax policy
• Coordination of resources across middle
market companies and supporting
organizations to provide services such as
outreach to regional universities
With low costs of living and doing business, the fastest
growing millennial population amongst large cities, the
presence of top tier research institutions, and the culinary
and cultural vibrancy of the seventh largest metropolitan
area in the nation, the region has the pieces it needs to
propel the middle market forward.
The focus of the Greater Philadelphia Region’s middle
market on high growth industries positions it as a future
engine of growth for the overall region. Collaborating across
the private and public sectors can help it achieve growth in
accordance with its potential.
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ABOUT THE MIDDLE
MARKET ACTION TEAM
The Chamber of Commerce for Greater Philadelphia
continually explores new ways to make Greater Philadelphia a great place to do good business, by fostering
cooperation and growth.
We acknowledge the value all businesses bring to the
community and are taking steps to ensure every business,
at every stage of growth, has the resources and support it
needs to succeed. It is in this spirit that we launched the
Middle Market Action Team (MMAT) in the summer
of 2016.
The middle market, comprised of businesses with annual
revenues between $10M — $1B, is rapidly growing nationally
and is a signiﬁcant driver of growth within our own region.
As we began to explore opportunities in this space, we
recognized the need for a comprehensive study of Greater
Philadelphia’s middle market. The goal of this study is to
set a baseline and develop an understanding of who our
middle market is and how we can be a more effective
and indispensable partner to them. In September 2016,
we began the research for this study with support from
key regional partners.
As such, we would like to ﬁrst and foremost thank
McKinsey & Company for providing research and analytical
support for this work. In addition, we extend our gratitude
to the National Center for the Middle Market for their
guidance and support throughout the study.
Finally, we’d like to thank our dedicated partners: Ben
Franklin Technology Partners/SEP, Bucks County Economic Development Corporation, Burlington County
Bridge Commission, Camden County Regional Chamber
of Commerce, Delaware Valley Industrial Resource
Center, Economy League of Greater Philadelphia, Life
Sciences Pennsylvania, Manufacturing Alliance of Bucks
& Montgomery Counties, Manufacturing Alliance of
Philadelphia, New Castle County Chamber of Commerce,
PIDC, and University City Science Center.

We are grateful to the
entire Greater Philadelphia
business community and
members of the Chamber
of Commerce for Greater
Philadelphia for their
support of this study, and
we look forward to the
work ahead.
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ABOUT THE CHA MBER
The Chamber of Commerce for Greater Philadelphia brings area businesses and civic leaders
together to promote growth and create opportunity in our region. Our members represent eleven
counties, three states, and roughly 600,000 employees from thousands of member companies
and organizations. And by bringing all kinds of businesses and leaders to the table—the new, the
established, the big, the small, the growing, the thriving, the perennial, the innovative, and the
experimental—we build community and find commonalities among us all.
We advocate for regional development, business-friendly public policies, and economic prosperity.
We support our members with practical, inspiring programs, resources, and events. And all that we
do serves one clear, bold goal: to make Greater Philadelphia a great place for good business.
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